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Abstract. Searching for similar images in a data collection, based on
a query image, is a fundamental problem for many applications that
use large amounts of complex data. Image research by content and on a
large scale is a current challenge for large image database research and
management. Various information can be extracted such as colour, shape
or texture. A characteristic represents only a part of the image property,
which makes it necessary to combine all this information to improve the
efficiency of the systems. This paper aims to propose a new indexing
structure that allows to organize as much information as possible about
the images in a binary tree to improve the search time. Furthermore, an
algorithm for index construction and a search algorithm for kNN type
queries are introduced. The concept of containers at the sheet level was
used to improve the complexity of algorithms. Experiments on real data
sets were conducted to determine its performance.
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1 Introduction

For several decades, indexing techniques have been developed to address research
on large data collections. Due to Internet and multimedia device development,
large amounts of images have been used in various fields. As a result, there exists
a continuous demand for systems that will be able to store and retrieve appro-
priate images in a short period of time.
Several systems have been developed to meet these needs. However, sometimes
it is difficult to express the visual content of images in words. As an alternative
way of searching, content based on image retrieval systems (CBIR) has been
developed. Content image search systems use visual content, such as colour,
shape and texture. Visual content of the images contained in the database are
extracted and described by multidimensional characteristic vectors. To retrieve
images, users provide the query image retrieval system with [2, 3, 19, 9].
However, the objects to be indexed are often more complex than simple vectors
(e. g. sets, graphs) or cannot be simply and usefully concatenated to give a larger
vector (e. g. colour histograms and keywords). Therefore, the development of in-
dexing has partially transferred multidimensional spaces to metric spaces, i.e.,
to exploit the representation of the data itself to work on the similarities that
can be calculated between objects.
Intrinsically, the difficulties of multidimensional spaces remain, in a generalized
version, while new difficulties arise due to the lack of information on objects. All
indexing structures that work on databases known in advance can be directly
rejected, either because they need information about the set before the data
indexing step [8, 11, 5] that calculates the median of all data to objects in the
group.
Thus, indexing structures that only work in the main memory must be rejected,
as the purpose is to have a large-scale indexing structure. Then, data structures
that are based on a distance matrix calculation between all objects are also re-
jected, which will immediately lead to algorithms O(n2). Finally, indexing struc-
tures that require discrete distances (even if they have interesting applications)
are also excluded.
This article proposes a system for searching images by content, which meet the
constraints mentioned above. Section 2 introduces a short taxonomy on content-
based image search systems (CBIR), the second part of this section details the
different indexing techniques that exist in metric spaces. Section 3 details the
GH-tree variant, its pros and cons, the different characteristics of its construc-
tion and also its search algorithm. Section 4 discusses the experimental part and
the results obtained. Section 5 concludes the paper and provides some research
perspectives.

2 Research Study Case : CBIR System

This section introduces a short taxonomy of some existing software and pre-
sented on the Internet. It highlights industrial interest in addressing the problem
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of large multimedia databases indexing. The results of these products are very
difficult to compare for several reasons: - they all use different image databases,
- these databases are known entirely to the user, which makes it impossible to
calculate efficiency or accuracy.
Some of the existing CBIR systems [12] include: QBIC or Image Content Query,
which is the first commercially based content recovery system [18] for colour, tex-
ture and shape. VisualSEEK [13] is a text/image oriented search engine. Turn [7]
It supports the corresponding colour and location, as well as the corresponding
texture.
Netra[17] system uses colour, shape, spatial arrangement and texture. MARS
[15] or Multimedia Analysis and Recovery System, uses the corresponding colour,
texture and shape. Viper[1] or Visual Information Processing for Enhanced Re-
covery System. This retrieves images based on the corresponding colour and
texture. The img(Anaktisi) [4, 10] is a web-based CBIR system based on differ-
ent descriptors that includes powerful colour and texture features.

2.1 Indexing Structure

When a massive collection of data is handled, proper indexing will be necessary.
There are two main families of structures: one based on clustering objects in
space and the other based on partitioning space. A short taxonomy of some
techniques can be introduced based on these two partitioning techniques. There
are two main cases:

– First class is based on objects clustering using spheres[16, 9]. In this case, the
family of M-tree [4] is essentially a balanced index, which allows incremental
updates, and it reasonably performs in large dimensions. There is an opti-
mised version of the M-tree, the Slim-trees. Its principle is the reorganisation
of objects in order to create a well-balanced index[16].

– Second class is based on the partitioning of space[20] and it is wider than
the first class. It contains two sub-approaches: first one uses spheres to share
space, such as VP-tree, mVP [14]; second one uses hyper-plan to partition
space such as GH-tree [6], GNAT [6].

3 Construction Algorithm

A GH-tree binary tree indexing structure was chosen and it divides the space
into two parts, calculating at each iteration two distances d1, d2 from the two
pivot p1, p2. This choice is based on several criteria, as shown in Figure 1:

– Easy to implement.
– Logarithmic complexity in construction and also in research (two distances

are calculated each time). As already mentioned, Generalized Hyper-plane
(GH) tree uses the principle of the partitioning in metric spaces using hy-
perplanes. Then, NGH nodes of a GH-tree are defined in the same method
as follows:
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Fig. 1. GH-tree on CBIR system

(p1, p2, G,D) ∈ E × E ×NGH ×NGH (1)

The size of a leaf node varies between an object and Cmax objects.
Container concept is a new concept for GH-tree, and did not exist before. This
selection is based on several reasons:

– Cluster creation: in this case the leaves in the GH-tree represent similar
clusters (image group) with a maximum size of Cmax.

– Better clusters: the choice of pivots p1, p2 depends on the number of images
in the container, which allows a proper visualisation of the space.

– Fast access to information: limited leaf size by Cmax, so minimised tree size,
so improved the efficiency of the search algorithm.

3.1 Search Algorithm

Search algorithm responds to a query q to restore k images closest to q when
completed. This algorithm is a sequential research version, based on in-depth
research and "separation and evaluation" type. As a result, the tree is scanned
in pre-order. Initially the search is carried out in the internal nodes, the candi-
date nodes are selected according to their expected relevance if the image query
belongs to the left or right part of the space according to the distance of q from
p1 and p2.
Once a leaf node is reached, the locally calculated solution is merged with the
local pre-solution. It should be noted that the cost of calculation on a container
can be controlled, and therefore made relatively low, since it is carried out on a
set of objects whose cardinal is limited by the parameter Cmax.
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3.2 Distance Measurements

For image similarity, measurements should be able to measure the similarity
between vectors v1 and v2 of dimension n. The distance measurement used is
the Euclidean distance between different spheres, it is defined as :

D (v1, v2) =

√√√√ n∑
i=1

(v1 (i)− v2 (i))
2 (2)

4 Experiments

To validate the effectiveness of this indexation system, a CoPhIR database of
Fliker images was used. CoPhIR is a set of XML files that contains the MPEG7
descriptors. This database has been developed to perform significant tests on
the scalability of the SAPIR project infrastructure for similarity research.
As a result, CoPhIR is now available to the research community to compare the
different indexing technologies for similarity research, scalability being the key
issue.

Table 1. Real data set with their dimensions

MPEG-7 Visual descriptor Dimension
Dominant colour 64
Colour structure 64
Keywords -
Homogeneous texture 62

Table 2. Index statistics with only DSC descriptor (64 dimension) using corresponding
tree

Data Construction level Leaves Internal nodes
1 000 images 14.0s 9 19 40
10 000 images 5m 0 s. 44 95 210
100 000images 50m 0s. 60 211 1120

4.1 Index Quality

Experimentation started with a very important step in the field of indexing,
namely index quality. Table 2 presents statistics on the tree structure obtained
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when creating an index of three collections, each with 1 000 and 10 000 and
100 000 different images using the dominant 64-dimensional colour.
Next, the authors calculated tree height, internal nodes, leaves number and con-
struction time.
If the maximum size of index container sheets is set at Cmax =

√
n objects, a

perfectly balanced binary tree will be obtained. However, this depth is no more
than twice that of the perfect case.

4.2 kNN Search Algorithm Performance

This section presents a variety of performance results for the kNN search algo-
rithm to respond queries. For this task three parameters were varied.
Therefore, each time the average time to respond to a type of one hundred (100
requests) (5NN, 10NN, 30NN) was calculated. As a result, the version without
index is the most expensive and the version with index is the most efficient.

4.3 k Effect

If k parameter is increased, the number of calculations increases, which results
in an increase in search time. But it is observed that the increase is not too large
and this parameter does not have a negative influence on this algorithm.

4.4 Results Quality

This section presents the effectiveness of the proposed approach in relation to de-
scriptors’ dimensionality. Table 3 shows index construction duration and search

Table 3. Search time with different descriptors for 1000 images

Descriptor
Search time
Without Index

Search time
With Index

k=5 k=10 k=30 k=5 k=10 k=30
Dominant colour 1.15 1.21 1.36 0.8 0.94 1.15
Keywords 0.54 0.55 0.65 0.2 0.25 0.36
Homogeneous texture 1.1 1.2 1.40 0.7 0.85 1.01
Colour structure + Dominant colour
Structure de
couleur + Couleur dominante

1.2 1.36 1.4 1.21 1.35 1.56

Dominant colour + Colour structure
+ Text Couleur dominante
+ Structure de couleur+ Text

1.8 1.89 2.01 1.5 1.58 1.61

time with different k values for five dimension variants. As a result, the construc-
tion duration increases with a high dimensionality, as well as the search time.
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During the second part of the statistics, presented in Table 4, the precision recall
report was calculated in relation to the quality of results obtained. Prototype is
more efficient when the size of the descriptor vectors is large, which is perfectly
logical. This type structure allows to store visual characteristics, also annota-
tions (keywords). However, maximum use increases the search time.

Table 4. Cophir base accuracy and recovery values

Descriptor Dominant
colour Text Homogeneous

texture
Colour structure

+ Dominant colour
Dominant colour

+ text
Number of relevant

images among 10 images 8 9 6 8 9

Precision 90.33% 94.03% 88.66% 89.66% 94.6%
Reminder 13% 15% 5% 8% 16%

Fig. 2. Running a Cophir base image

Figure 2 shows an example of a query to execute the proposed application using
a descriptor mixture.
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5 Conclusion

This paper presents a known hierarchy of indexing methods with a variant of
the balle-partitioning family, inspired by the recent GH-tree technique, for effi-
cient multimedia data recovery. The proposed technique can be considered as a
parameterization of the GH-tree. The number of clusters is based on an analysis
of the complexity of the overall research problem.
The algorithms were validated on real-world data sets. Then, the usefulness of
collecting as much information as possible about the indexed images was also
investigated. The index remains the same, as it is based only on the distance
function.
Although a parallel search algorithm on a machine cluster will certainly be ben-
eficial and will be part of the work in the future.
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